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For every symmetric sequence space E we denote by C, the associated unitary 
matrix space. We show that every basic sequence in C, has a subsequence which 
embeds in I, @ E. This reduces many problems about C, to the analogous problems 
on E. We also study the asymptotic behavior of the embeddings of one unitary 
sequence space into another, and the problem of the uniqueness of the symmetric 
structure of unitary matrix spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a symmetric sequence space, i.e., a Banach space of sequences 
such that the standard unit vectors (e,},“, (defined by e,(j) = 6,,) form a 
normalized, l-symmetric basis of E. The unitary matrix space C, associated 
with E is the Banach space of all compact operators x on I, for which 
S(X) E E, normed by 
IIXIIC, = IIS(X)lIE’ 
Here s(x) = (s,(x)) is the sequence of s-numbers of X, i.e., the eigenvalues of 
(x*x)“* arranged in a non-increasing ordering, counting multiplicity. 
Two natural questions motivate this work: 
(A) To what extent does the structure of E determine that of C,? 
Namely, what properties of E are shared also by C,? 
(B) Does every unitary matrix space have a unique symmetric structure? 
Considering (A), it is known that unless E = I,, (i.e., C, = C2, the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators) the structure of C, is different from that of any 
Banach lattice, and in particular from that of E. For example (see [9]), C, 
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has LUST if and only if E = I,. On the other hand, since C, contains many 
subspaces isometric to E (the diagonal matrices in any matrix represen- 
tation), there are certain properties of E which extend to C,. For example, 
duality and reflexivity (see [6]), strict convexity and smoothness (see [4]). 
Considering (B), we say that C, has a unique symmetric structure if 
whenever C, is isomorphic to some unitary matrix space C,, then necessarily 
C, = C, (i.e., E = F, with quivalent norms). The familiar Schatten p-classes 
C, (defined by C, = C,P for 1 Q p < co and C, = CJ have unique 
symmetric structure, since, up to equivalence, the only normalized symmetric 
basic sequences in C,, are the unit vector bases for I, and lP (co, if p = co); 
see [ 1). An analogue of question (B) in the context of functions spaces was 
recently studied very extensively (see [ 71). S ome of our results are formally 
the same, but the methods are different. 
Our approach to both questions (A) and (B) is by a detailed study of the 
basic sequences in unitary matrix spaces. Thus in Theorem 2.4 below we 
prove that every normalized, shell-block basic sequence (x,) in C, has a 
subsequence (x,,} which is essentially of the form 
a @ eh.1 t b @ el,k t ck @ ek.k; k > 2. 
In particular, (x,,) is identified naturally with a sequence of disjoint elements 
of I, @ E. 
On the one hand, Theorem 2.4 can be used to reduce the study of certain 
properties of C, (those which depend on the asymptotic behavior of 
sequences) to the study of the analogous properties of I,@ E (and thus, of 
E). So, it allows us to enlarge the list of properties of E which extend the C, 
(Radon-Nikodym property, Banach-Saks property, not-containing c, or I,, 
(p # 2)) and to conclude that C, z C, implies E z F. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2.4 is the main tool in the proof of the 
embedding theorem (Theorem 4.1 below), which says the following. If c0 !& E 
and if TF (the space of lower triangular matrices in C,) is isomorphic to a 
subspace of C,, then there exists an isomorphism V of Tfi into C, which can 
be written as V= V, + V, t V,, where the ranges of the Vi are disjointly 
supported, V, maps into a Hilbert space, V,x = b @ x for some b E C, and 
all x E T,, and V, maps the shell-decomposition of T, into disjointly 
supported subspaces of C,. 
Using the embedding theorem we prove that if E is a symmetric sequence 
space which does not contain c0 or I, isomorphically, then the only unitary 
matrix subspaces of C, are those generated by one element (i.e., of the form 
span(b 0 e,,j)T,P/=, for some b E C,), and the only complemented ones are C, 
and C,. Moreover, under the same assumptions on E, if X is a subspace of 
C, which is isomorphic to C,, then there exists a subspace Y of X which is 
isomorphic to C, and complemented in C,. 
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Also, if c0 % E and if C, is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C, 
then either F = I,, or F = E, or the shell decomposition of C, is equivalent to 
a sequence of pairwise disjointly supported subspaces of C,. Thus, if c0 & E 
and if either fz $G E or at least one of the Boyd indices of E is trivial, then C,: 
has a unique symmetric structure. 
The results we obtain suggest that the answer to question (B) is “yes,” 
namely, that every unitary matrix space has a unique symmetric structure. 
The main difftculty in the yet unsolved cases reduces to the following 
problem, which we leave open, 
(C) Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces and suppose that the shell 
decomposition of C, is equivalent to a sequence of mutually disjoint 
subspaces of Cr. Must then F = I2 ? 
Let us establish some notation and background material. For more infor- 
mation on unitary matrix spaces see [ 6, 8,3 1. The books [ 10, 111 are general 
references to Banach space theory and in particular to symmetric sequence 
spaces. 
Associated with every pair ({ei)T:,, cl;,}:,) of orthonormal bases of I, is 
a matrix representation of B(I,), i.e.. a representation of each operator x as a 
matrix x = (x(i, j)), where x(i, j) = (xej,fi). The standard unit matrices eiaj 
are defined by ei,,(k, I) = 6,,, . S,,,. We denote by S, = span{e,,j; max(i, j) = 
n} the n’th shell-subspace. The sequence (S,,};‘.. , is called the shell decom- 
position; it is a monotone Schauder decomposition for every unitary matrix 
space. Moreover, it is reproducible (see 18, 1 I), i.e., if C, is isomorphic to a 
subspace of a Banach space X which has a finite dimensional Schauder 
decomposition IX,}?: 1 then there exist an isomorphism V of C, into X and 
an increasing sequence (k,} of positive integers so that VS, G [X,]in.i , ,. A 
shell-block basic sequence (x,t,Z. , in C, is a sequence which is disjointly 
supported with respect to the shell-decomposition, i.e., x, E [Sk]in*d4 + , for 
some increasing (k,}. 
The space of lower triangular matrices in C, is 
T,={xEC,;x(i,j)=Oifi<jt 
the trinagular projection is defined by 
(Tx)(i, j) = x(i, j); ifj<i 
= 0; otherwise. 
(1.1) 
It is known that TA is isomorphic to C, if and only if the triangular 
projection is bounded in C, (see 13 I), and this is equivalent also to the 
unconditionality of the shell-decomposition of C, (see (81). 
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Given two sequences {Ak}, (Bk} of subsets of the positive integers IN with 
A, n A, = 4 = B, n B, if k # I, the projection P((A,}, (Bkt) defined by 
VYV,}, {B, t)x)(k j) = x(6.0; if(i,j)EU,A,xBk 
= 0; otherwise, 
(1.2) 
has norm one in every unitary matrix space. 
Two operators x, 4’ E B(I,) have disjoinl supports if they have orthogonal 
ranges and cokernels, i.e., if 
in an appropriate matrix representation. Two subsets X, Y of B(I,) are said 
to have disjoint supports if x, y are disjointly supported for every x E X and 
y E Y. 
We use tensor product notation to denote operator-mattices; here is a 
typical example. If I, = J7,@ Hi and I, = Cj@ Kj are two orthogonal 
decompositions, then every x E C, is represented naturally as an operator 
matrtx x = (x,.,), where Xi.j = PHixIK, (P,, being the orthogonal projection 
onto Hi). It is clear that there is an isometry of I, onto I2 0 I, such that, in 
the induced isometry of C, = C,(I,) onto C,(I, 0 I,), x corresponds to 
1i.j xi.j % ei.j. In such a situation we shall write simply x = Cijxij @ eij. 
The reader is advised to transform the tensor-product formulas to his own 
operator-matrices pictures for a better understanding. 
Finally, we use the notations X z Y, X s Y and X @+ Y to denote that X 
is isomorphic to Y, to a subspace of Y, or to a complemented subspace of Y, 
respectively. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the study of the 
basic sequences in C,. In Section 3 we study properties of E which extend to 
C, and prove that C, z C, implies E z F. Section 4, which is the heart of 
the paper, consists essentially of the proof of the embedding theorem 
(Theorem 4. I mentioned above). Finally, in Section 5, we use the embedding 
theorem to the study of the uniqueness of the symmetric structure problem 
(problem (B)). In Sections 4 and 5 we treat only the case cO % E. Although 
some of our results hold even in the general case, the assumption ,,c,, $L E” 
simplifies matters considerably by ruling out some technical complications. 
2. BASIC SEQUENCES IN C, 
We begin with some known facts. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Lef a, b E C, be so that II<: !]I = 1, and let x, = 
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a (ji) en., + b @ e,,n, n = 2, 3 ,... . Then (x,} is isometrically equivalent to the 
unit vector basis of I,. 
The proof is an obvious combination of the proof in [ 1, Lemma 11 for the 
case E = I,, and the formula 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let {n, 1. (m,] be two increasing sequences of positive 
integers; then (en,.,,, 1 is isometrically equivalent to the unit vector basis of E. 
Proof: For finitely non-zero sequence of scalars (ti}, the s-numbers of 
Xi hen,,,, are a permutation Of {) ti It* SO II xi f&,,,,,ll = (1 xi t,ei(I* I 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (c, 1 be any sequence in C, and let x, = c, 0 en,n, 
n = 1, 2,... . Then {x, } is isometrically equivalent to a sequence of disjoint 
elements of E. 
ProoJ Since the x,‘s are pairwise disjointly supported, there exists a 
matrix representation in which they are diagonal (with the s-numbers on the 
diagonal). Using Proposition 2.2 we see that the (x,} are isometrically 
equivalent to the sequence s(x,) @ e, = s(c,) @ e,, n = 1,2,... of disjoint 
elements of E. 1 
The examples of basic sequences of C, given in Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 
are generic as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let Ix,,} be a normalized shell-block basic sequence in 
C,. Then there exists a subsequence ix,,,) which is equivalent to a block 
basis of a permutation of the natural basis of I,@ E. Moreover, (x,,) can be 
chosen so that the natural projection P(C,, t,,xJ = xk I,,,x,~ is bounded. 
In fact, the subsequence (x,,J we construct in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is 
a small perturbation of a sequence of the form 
k- I 
Yk = x (a, (3 ek,i + bi @ e,.k) + ck @ ek.k; k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (2.1) 
i- 1 
where the elements in each of the following four sequences 
(a2i 0 e,.2,t? I, b2, , Oe,.2,.Xq_19 
lb2iOe2i,l I;“-,, P21-1@e2,-dL~ 
are a small perturbation of elements in C, having disjoint supports. 
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Observe that the subsequence {x”,) constructed in Theorem 2.4 is 
necessarily unconditional (this is non-trivial only if the shell-decomposition 
of C, is conditional). Also, if lx,,] is complemented in C,, then so in Ix”,]. 
Finally, the theorem can be applied to any semi normalized basic sequence 
which tends to zero in the weak operator topology. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.4 we need three lemmas. The first uses ideas 
from the proof of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 in [ 2 ]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (x, ) be a normalized shell-block basic sequence in C, 
and let {ck] be a sequence of positive numbers. Then there exist a subse- 
quence (x,J and a sequence ( y,J in C, satisfying /Ix,,~ - ykII < Ed fir all k, 
and such that in an appropriate tensor product representation the ( yrJ have 
the form (2.1). 
ProoJ The fact that {x,) is a shell-block sequence can be expressed, 
using a tensor product notation, by 
where ai.nr P,.nr Y” are finite matrices, and for every fixed i 
By passing to another matrix representation, in which (2.2) is still valid, we 
can assume that for all i < n 
ai,” E CFl*m: Pi,n E CF’*m’, 
where mi are suitable positive integers, and Ci*m denotes the space of n x m 
matrices with the norm of C,. Also, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that (E,.} is decreasing and that Ck .sk ( l/2. Using the 
compactness of the unit ball of Ci’*mi and a standard diagonal procedure, we 
can select a subsequence {/,} of the positive integers and elements ai, 
/?, E pm’ such that i < 1, and for all i < j 
il a,.,, - allI G vp IIP,.,, - PA < wj. 
Let n,=O, n,=l, n2=12, and for 2<k let nk+,=ln,+,. Define for 
k = 1. 2,... 
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II 
nx-1 
C (tai,n,, - ai> 0 enx,i + Vi,,, - 
i=l 
To show that the { yk} have the form (2.1) in some other tensor product 
representation we define blocks 
aj,k = 3 Qj 0 e,,i y l<j<k, 
i=nj-,+ I 
bj,k = 2 /3i @ ei,na, l<j<k, 
i=njm,+ I 
and 
“k- 1 
C;, = X Cai.nn 0 enk,f + Pi,“,, 0 ei,,,) + Y,,  0 enkvnke (2.3) 
i=nk-,+l 
Obviously, yk = z:i (u~,~ + bj,k) + I?~, aj,k is located in the (k, j) block, bj,k 
is located in the (j, k) block, and Zk is located in the (k, k) block. Since the 
dependence of aj,k and bj,k on k is just in the position, there is a tensor 
product representation in which aj,k = aj @ e,,j, bj,k = bj @ ej,k and 
5k = ck @ ek,k for some aj, b, and ck in C,. Thus, in the new tensor product 
representation, y, = Cj”;: (Uj @ ekj + bj @ f?j,k) + ck 0 ek,k. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Let a, E C,, i = 1, 2 ,..., be so that 
II 
n 
1 ai@f?,,i < 1 
II 
for all n 
i= I 
(2.4) 
and let (ej} be positive numbers. 
CfL'i(j-1)+1 
Then there exist blocks gj = 
ai @ e,,i (where 0 = k(0) < k( 1) < k(2) < . . .) and two sequences 
{ Uj) and { Vj} of pairwise disjointly supported elements of C, so that for al j 
For the proof we need the following notation: for A = { 1, 2,..., n} let 
R, = P(A, N) (see (l-2)), i.e., R, is the projection on the first n rows. Also, 
R n,m = R, - R, for n < m. 
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Proof. W first claim that for all n < m 
= 0. P-5) 
Indeed, if the limit in (2.5) is positive, then as in [ 1, Lemma 11 some 
sequence of the form zj = x:‘iLckj R nSmo, @ ei,i (with kj < lj < kj+ ,) is 
equivalent to the unit vector basis of I,. This is impossible since by (2.4) 
Next, there is no loss of generality in assuming that the a, are finite 
matrices, say a, E CFiSmi for all i. Using (2.5) we can construct an increasing 
sequence of integers 0 = k(0) < k(l) = 1 < k(2) < ... such that for all j > 2 
(2.6) 
Define 
cj= 1‘ - a,Oe,,ii j = 1, 2,... 
i -k(j- I)+ I 
Let ~,=g,, t,=i* and forj>2 define 
k(Zj- 1) 
uj = “ (R 
i k(272)+1 
mkf2, 3,. mk,>, ,,aj) @ el .ir 
k(2j) 
‘j = 
\‘ 
i k(Zil)+ I 
tRmr,I, :,.mhl,,ui)@ el.i. 
Then the ( uj} are pairwise disjointly supported, the {cj} are pairwise 
disjointly supported, and using (2.6) we have for all j > 2 
II 
k(2j 11 
IIa',.- 1 - UjII = y (R,,,:, ,,aj) 0 e1.i < C2j. 11 
i k(2j 21 * I 
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Remark. In the notations of Lemma 2.6, let 
If a > 0 we can ensure in the above construction that IlZ,ll > a/2, and so (&,} 
is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c,, . Thus, if c0 S C, (we shall prove 
in Corollary 3.2 that this is equivalent to c,, !&A??) then a = 0. It follows that 
in this case {Z,} can be constructed so that 
1 
syp c a; G&k; II II k = 1, 2,... j=k 
(thus U, =a”,, u,=O and ZJ/=Uj=O forj>2). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let {uj}yz, be a sequence of pairwise disjointly supported 
elements of C,, satisfying sup,()Ci”=,u,ll=M< alo. Let 
W,=~=,Uj@e,,,, n= 1,2 ,.... Then for all finite sequence of scalars 
(t, }t=, we have 
Proof. We can write uj = cj @ ej,j for some Cj E C,. Let 
N M n 
x = T tnw, = 1 t, x cj @ ej,j @ e,,, = 
,=I n=l jL1 
j!, cj @ ejj 0 5 tnhl 
n=j 
and notice that cj @ ej,j @ C:=j t,e,,, , j = 1, 2 ,..., N, have disjoint supports. 
It follows that 
(X*X)“‘=J$ (Cj*Cj)"*@ej,j@ ( f ltn12)“2e,v, 
n=l 
and thus 
/I i, tnW, /I = I/(X*X)“‘)( < ( .$, It, I*) “* llJ$I (cj*cj)“2 @ ekill 
= ( $I It.12)1’z llg, e,Oe,j// 
GM ($, It,l’)“*. 
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Similarly, 11 u, II(Ci=, 1 t, I’)“’ < 11 C,z=, tnw,(I follows from (x*x)“’ > 
(cTc,)“*O~,.,O(~~,, lt,l*)“*e,,,. I 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let (x,,} be a normalized sheel-block basic 
sequence in C,. Fix positive numbers (.sk} with Ck ek = E very small. Using 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we construct a subsequence (x,,} and a sequence ( VJ 
in C, such that for every k 
Ibnk~- Yrll <E&V 
k- I 
Y,  = 1 (aj $? ekj + bj @ ej.k) + ck @ ek.k, 
j- I 
and such that for some sequences (us”), (v~“), {uj*‘) and {I$*‘}, each 
consisting of pairwise disjointly supported elements, we have for all j 
Ila2j-,-u~“ll~E*j-I, Ila*j - uj”ll < E*j9 
Ilb2j- 1 - ~j*‘ll< &2j- 1, lIb2j - ~~“11 < &2j* 
(2.7) 
Clearly, (x+} is equivalent to ( yk} (provided E is small enough), and by 
Proposition 2.3 (ck 0 ek,k} is identified with a block basis of the natural 
basis of E. To show that (x,,~) is equivalent to a block basis of a permutation 
of the natural basis of 1, @ E it is therefore enough to show that the sequence 
zk = zji: (a, @ ek,/ + b, @ e/,k), k = 2, 3 ,..., is equivalent to a block basis of 
the unit vector basis of I,. If a, = b, = 0 for all j this is trivially true. If not, 
we may assume that II<:, 2 )/I = I > 0. If {fk)rE2 is a finitely non-zero 
sequence of scalars then by Proposition 2.1, 
Also, by (2.7) and Lemma 2.7, 
I( 
cc k-l 
\’ t, \‘ 
k:2 17 
a, 0 ek,j < II c lk 
II 
[(k-*)/*I 
“ 
,?I 
a2j- I @ ek.2j-- I 
k-2 II 
+ 
II II 
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+ 7 tk lyv21 
II k:2 
uj’) @ ek,2j- 1 
j=l II 
0;‘) @ ek,2j 
II 
tkek,2j 
II 
Similarly, 
\’ t ?‘b.Oe. <(2+3&) f It I2 
ke2 k ,y, Jx “‘I(- (k-2 k )“* 
and thus 
(2.9) 
Equations (2.8 and (2.9) show that {zk} is equivalent to the unit vector basis 
of I,, and thus (x,,,} is equivalent to a block basis of a parmutation of the 
natural basis of 1, 0 E. 
To show that the natural projection P(,7J,, t$J = Ck ‘,,,x,,~ is bounded we 
go back to the construction of the {x,,~} in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. In the 
original tensor product representation (used before the blocking) we have 
n-1 
X, = 1 Cai,n 0 e,,i + Pi,n 0 ei.,> + Yn 0 en,n . 
i=1 
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By the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.4 we can assume that 1x,,,/ is 
equivalent to a sequence {w,} defined by 
where 
n1 
a’ I.&= _ “ a,.,, 63 end, 
i-l 
Pi.n, 0 ei.,lr, 
and 15~ is defined by (2.3). 
Consider the following projections on C,: 
=z,.,C3:,.,+ T 
k-2 I 
(z,&,, 0 e nk.i + Ii.“, @ ei.,,) + zt8k.“k 0 enr.nr 
i-nk ,+I I 
Q ( ’ 
i.i= I 
zi,j 0 ef.j ) = T  ‘! (znk.i O en,,, + Ii,“, O ei,,,). 
k=2 ,?I 
D is a projection of the form (1.2) and Q is the difference of two such 
projections; so lIDI)= 1 and llQlI<2. Also, QD=DQ=O and so 
R = D + Q is a bounded projection on C,. Clearly, Rx,~ = wk and 
V=Rlln”kl is invertible. Since Rx, = 0 if n 6? (tzk} we get that the natural 
projection P(r” t,,xJ = xk I,,~x,,~ is given by P = V .‘R and therefore it is 
bounded. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let (x,,}F- , be a normalized shell-block basic sequence 
in C,, and assume that c0 is not isomorphic to any subspace of C,. Given 
0 < E, there exists a subsequence (x,,}ka_ z and a sequence { yk}p:2 in C,, 
having the form 
yk = CI @ e&,, + b @ el.k + ck @ ek.k (2.10) 
for some a, b and (ck} in C,, such that for every finitely non-zero sequence 
of scalars (t, ) 
(2.11) 
Moreover, (x,)km_ 2 can be chosen so that the natural projection P(C,, t,,x”) = 
xk t,,x,, is bounded. 
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ProoJ As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, there is a subsequence (.Y,~)?=~ 
and elements ( J~~}F. 2 in C, having the form 
k I 
in some tensor product representation, such that 11x,,, - qk/l < E . 10mk for all 
k. Clearly, (2.1 I ) is satisfied with Jfk instead of yk and c/4 instead of .s. 
Let 1 = lim,., 11 IT-,’ (aj @ ek,j + bj @ ej,k)l/. i is well defined as a limit of 
a non-decreasing sequence, and 0 < A< 1. If A = 0 then uj = b, = 0 for all j, 
and thus -vk = V;, = ck @ ek,k are of the form (2.10) with a = b = 0. If 1 > 0, 
then using the hypothesis “co rE CE” and the remark after the proof of 
Lemma 2.6, we can assume, by replacing the a, @ ek,, and b,O e,., by 
suitable blocks as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, that 
for every 2 < j, 
Ila,ll + 11 bjll Q EL . IO-‘. 
Let yk=alOek,,+b,Oe,,k+ckOek,k. Then for every finitely non-zero 
sequence of scalars (I~} we have 
'kej,k II) 
= ,z2 (Ilajll + llbjll) (k$+, ifk'2)"2 
z. 
x tk(al @ ek.l + 6, @ el.k 
k-j+ I 
This, together with I( yk - x+(1 < E . 10mk, clearly implies (2.11). The rest is 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 1 
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3. COROLLARIES OFTHEOREM 2.4 AND PROPERTIES OF E 
WHICH EXTEND TO C, 
COROLLARY 3.1. Every irlfinite dimensional subspace of C, hax a 
subspace with an unconditional basis which is isomorphic to a subspace of 
I, @ E. 
Proof. Every infinite dimensional subspace of C, contains a normalized 
sequence which is a perturbation of a shell-block basic sequence. Apply now 
Theorem 2.4. 1 
Next, recall that X E Y (or, XC Y) means that X is isomorphic to a 
subspace (respectively, a complemented subspace) of Y. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces. Then FE C, if 
and only tf F Z I, @ E. In particular, if 1 Q p < o3, p # 2, then 1, Z C, (or, 
cO G C,) if and only tf l,, s E (respectively, c, 5G E). 
Proof: The first statement follows by applying Theorem 2.4 to the unit 
vector basis of F. The second statement follows from the first and the well- 
known fact that if 1, (or, c,J is isomorphic to a subspace of a direct sum of 
two Banach spaces, then it is isomorphic to a subspace of one of the 
summands. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces and assume 
that F C C,. Then either F = I, or F C E. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.4, F C 1, @ E. The rest follows by standard 
elementary arguments. We omit the details. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces. If C, c C, 
then either F = I, or F c E. Thus C, z C, implies E z F. 
Proof The first statement follows from Corollary 3.3 and the fact that F 
is l-complemented in C,- (by the natural projection which sends every matrix 
to its diagonal). The second statement follow from the first by the decom- 
position method and the fact that C, z C, implies E = I,. fl 
We remark that E z F does not necessarily imply C, z C, (see [ 3 1). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E be a symmetric sequence space which has a 
unique, up to equivalence, symmetric basis. Then C, has a unique symmetric 
structure, i.e., C, z C,; implies E = F. 
This is an obvious consequence of Corollary 3.4. 
Recall that a Banach space X has the Banach-Saks property (or, the weak 
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Eanach-Saks property) if every bounded (respectively, weakly convergent) 
sequence in X has a subsequence whose arithmetic averages are norm con- 
vergent. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let E be a symmetric sequence space. Then C, has the 
Banach-Saks property (or, the weak Banach-Saks property) if and only if E 
has the Banach-Saks property (respecticely, the weak Banach-Saks 
property). 
Proof Suppose that E has the Banach-Saks property. Then E (and thus 
also C,) is reflexive. Let’ (zj} be a bounded sequence in C,. Some subse- 
quence (zj,} converges weakly to some z E C,, and thus we can assume that 
x, = zj, - z, n = 1, 2, 3 ,... is a shell-blocks basic sequence. By Theorem 2.4. 
some subsequence (x,,} is equivalent to a sequence of disjoint elements in 
1, GE. Since I, @ E has the Banach-Saks property we can assume. 
furthermore, that the arithmetic averages J’, = Cr.. , .v,k/m converge in norm. 
necessarily to zero. Thus 1: , zj,,/m + z in norm. This shows that C, has 
the Banach-Saks property. The rest is now obvious. 1 
The next proposition deals also with properties of E which extend to C,. 
The proof does not depend on Theorem 2.4. and is an easy combination of 
known facts. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The following eight properties are equicalent for erery 
symmetric sequence space E. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(I’) 
(2’) 
(3’) 
(4’) 
E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to co; 
E has the Radon-Nikodym property: 
The unit rector basis of E is boundediy complete; 
E is a dual space; 
C, does not contain a subspace isomorphic to c,; 
C, has the Radon-Nikodvm property; 
The shell decomposition of C, is boundedly complete: 
C, is a dual space. 
Proof The implications (1’) 3 (I), (2’) 3 (2) and (3’) * (3) are trivial. 
By folklore facts in the theory of vector measures [ 5 1. (3) rj (2) 3 (I) and 
(3’) 5 (2’) =, (I’). The equivalences (3) o (4) and (3’) o (4’) follow from 
[ 10, Proposition l.b.41 and the separability of E. The proof of (I) o (3) is 
also contained in [ IO, Chap. l.b]. Finally, if E is a dual space then E = F* 
for some symmetric sequence space F. So C,. = (C,-)* (see 16. Chap. III I). 
so (4) ? (4’). I 
Remark. Pisier has observed that, using his recent interpolation theorem 
[ I3 I and the equivalence of the interpolation theories of the class of 
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symmetric sequence spaces and the class of unitary matrix spaces (see 
[ 12,3 I), the following properties extend from E to C,; uniform convex- 
itiability (and thus super-reflexivity), B-convexity and K-convexity. 
4. THE EMBEDDING THEOREM 
In this section we prove the embedding theorem (Theorem 4.1 below), 
which is the main result of the paper. For the formulation of this theorem 
recall that T,. = (X E C,. ; x(i,j) = 0 if i < j) is the space of all lower 
triangular matrices in C,..; and that (ei,j) denote the standard unit matrices 
(ei.j(k. 4 = Bi.k sj.,). 
THEOREM 4.1. (The embedding theorem). Let E, F be symmetric 
sequence spaces, and assume that Tf: is isomorphic to a subspace of C, and 
thal E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to c,. Then there exist 
elements a. b and (ci,j)jGi of C,, a one-to-one map cp: N x N --t N, and an 
isomorphism V of Tf: into C,(=C,-(I, 0 I, 0 12)) so that for euery 
l<j,<i<co, 
Vei.j = a @ e,,i.j,,r 0 e, ,, + b 0 e;./O e2.2 + ci,,i 0 e/.i ,S e3,3. (4.1) 
The following figure shows the structure of the elements Veij defined by 
(4.1): 
(4.2) 
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Each element Vei,j, 1 < j ,< i < co, has one “a” component, one “b” 
component, and one “c” component. The “a” component of Vei,j is the 
operator a, located at the (cp(i, j), 1) place of the upper left rectangle; the “6” 
component of Vei,j is the operator b, located at the (i, j) place of the middle 
rectangle; the “c” component of Ve,,, is the operator ciaj, located at the (i, i) 
block of the lower right rectangle. We remark that for fixed i, the supports of 
{ciqj}j_, need not be disjoint. 
Note also that if a = (a(i, k)) is any finitely non-zero lower triangular 
matrix then 
II 
1 a(6 j)a 0 e,(i.j,. 1 
j<i 
/I = Ilallc, f (zi 14k.M)“2 = llallcp . Ilall, 
and 
Also, the subspaces Xi = span(c,,j}j, , , i = 1, 2,..., are pairwise disjointly 
supported. 
Let us introduce some terminology. A triangle is a double sequence of the 
form hh<j<i<m~ or Wj<l for short. A subrriangle of (x,.~},<~ is a 
triangle of the form (x,,~,}~<~, where (i,)~y, and {jk}TT, are increasing 
sequences of positive integers and i, > j, for all k. Whenever we regard a 
triangle (x~~),<~ of elements of a Banach space as a basic sequence, the 
order is assumed to be the lexicofraphic order, i.e., 
XI,I,X2,I,X2.2,X3,I,X3,2,X3,3r...,Xi,lrX1,2,...rXi,i,... . 
In this ordering, the standard unit matrices (e,J},<, for a Schauder basis of 
T, for every symmetric sequence space E. Moreover, each subtriangle 
Ie I Wk k<n is isometrically equivalent to (e,:,},,, and [el,jk]k<,, is l- 
complemented in T,. More generally, if (mk} IS an increasing sequence of 
positive integers, let (A,) be scalars satisfying 
for all k, 
and let 
Then k,,klk<n iS iSOmetriCally equivaleni to {f.?i,j}j<, and [zn,k]k(n is l- 
complemented in TE. Indeed by the unitary invariance of the norm of C, this 
case is easily reduced to the previous one. 
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The following simple fact is used several times in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. Let (xi.j)j<i be a triangle such that for infinitely many indices 
‘y,” each subsequence of (.x~~}~=~ has a further “good” subsequence. Then 
there exists a subtriangle {x~,.,,}~(~ such that each column (xi.,,,}:., is 
“good.” The proof is a standard diagonal procedure. 
Finally. let us remark that the hypothesis “co % E” (which by 
Corollary 3.2 is equivalent to “co SS C,“) is needed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 in order to allow the use Corollary 2.8, rather than Theorem 2.4 
itself. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let I/: T,. + C, be an isomorphism of T,. into C,, 
and assume that IIxll,-, < 11 Uxllc-< Mllxllc, for every x E TF. Let 
xisj = uui,jv 1 <j < i < co. For every j, (x~.~}P”,~ is equivalent to the unit- 
vector-basis of I,, and thus x,,~ -+ 0 weakly as i + co. By a standard pertur- 
bation argument, and by pasing to a subtriangle if necessary, we can assume 
that the subspaces Z, = span{x,,,}j, ,, i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., are disjointly supported 
with respect to the shell decomposition of C, (this is nothing but the 
reproducibility of the shell decomposition of T,). In particular, for each fixed 
j, (x~.~}?., is a semi normalized shell-block sequence in C,. 
Fix 0 < E. By applying Corollary 2.8 to each of the sequences (X,j)Ej, 
j = 1, 2,..., we construct a subtriangle (Xi,,/,}l<k<n and elements (JJ~.J~<~<~ 
in C,, having the form 
k-l 
Y n.k = x (01”’ 0 en+ + bik’ 0 qn) + c&k 0 en.“, (4.3) 
0-l 
such that for every finitely non-zero sequence of scalars (I,,} and every 2 < k, 
’ tn(Xi,.jr - Yn.k) 
n=k 
It follows that for every finitely non-zero triangle of scalars {1n,k}2 <k<n, 
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So, by choosing E small enough, we can assume for simplicity that 
xin,j, = Yn,k; 2<k<n<co. 
Next, let 
k-l 
u n,k = Y n,k - c,,~ @ en,n = x (aLk) 0 en,,. + ba’ 0 e,,,,). (4.4) 
,‘T 1 
Using a generalized diagonal projection of the form (1.2), it is clear that the 
triande { Yn,k \j<n is 4-equivalent to the triangle {u,,~ @ (c,,~ @ en,n)}kGn 
where @ denotes direct sum in the sense of disjoint supports. The rest of the 
proof is therefore devoted to the replacement of the (u,,~}~(,, by a triangle of 
the form 
{a 0 e,(i.j,,l 0 b 0 ei,jlj<i, 
where cp: N x N -+ N is a one-to-one function. This will certainly complete the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 
For this project we need the following two lemmas. Here IJK N X N -+ N 
and 8: N -+ N are any one-to-one functions and for n, k, i E N we denote 
fn,k,i = eo(n,k).tJ(i). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {ai}~, be a sequence in C,, satisfying 
Cz2 /(ai\/ <E ((a,(( for some 0 < E < 1. Let 
where {ik} is some increasing sequence of positive integers. Then for every 
finitely non-zero triangle of scalars { t, ,k }k Gn, 
‘l b,kcan,k - 
ki2n 
a1 @fn,k,,) < & 
II II 
x tn,kaI of,,,,, 
k<n I/ 
=& lialll ( kyn ltn,k12) I’*. 
. 
In particular, (an,k}kGn is (1 + &)/(I -&) equivalent to (a, @ fn,k,l)kGn. 
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Proof: 
< z ai @ c fn,kfn,k,i 
i=2 II k<n II 
i<i,, 
< ,z2 /Iail ( kTn Itn.k12) I” 
, 
<+hIl (,Tn bd)“’ 
LEMMA 4.3. Let {pi}?, be elements of C, satisfying CzZ i llpill <l&/2, 
&we A= IP,(i,,jo)lf or some (i,, j,) and 0 < E < 1. Define for every 2 Q k < 
n<Kl 
Then for everyJnitely non-zero triangle of scalars {tn,k}kGn, 
” tn,k(6nn.k-bn.k) 
k?n 
In particular, the triangles {bn,k}kGn and {S,,,},,,, are (1 +~)/(l -E) 
equivalent. 
Proof. Observe first that 
,< min ” hbn,k 3 
k?n /I II 
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SO. 
+ 1 t,,k 
II 
f P!  @ fn,i,k 
k<n i=2nmI /I 
Glll~2B,0 C tn.kfn.i.k 
2$k<l(i+ZM21Cn<cc II 
+ 2 
n=2 I/ 
5 Pi@ 2 ‘n,kfn,i,k 
i=2n-I k=2 * II 
( f “iF2J lIpill ( f Itn,,l’) li2 
i=2 k=2 n=k 
+ f 2 llPill ( g2 Itn,k12) “2 
n=2 i=2n-1 
Let us come back to the analysis of the {un,k}kGn defined by (4.4). Define 
k-l k-l 
V n,k= L v a,’ 0 e, “, w,,k = c ba @ e,,,,,, 
“=I v=l 
and note that these definitions make sense for every 2 < k < co and 
1 < n < CO (although u,,k = v,,~ + w,,k just for 2 < k Q n < 03). For every 
finite sequence of scalars { tk}i= 2 we have 
and similarly 
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It follows that ~,,~(i,j) -+ 0 and ~,,~(i, j) + 0 as k + co for every (i, j). 
Therefore, some subsequences of { u,,~} and { w~,~} are perturbations of shell- 
block basic sequences in C,, and since c0 SE we can apply Corollary 2.8 to 
these subsequences. Now, v,,~ is just v~,~ located in the nth block of rows, 
and wn,k is just w,,& located in the nth block of columns. Thus there exists a 
subtriangle { r$,&}~($ so that v,@&, is essentially an element v’, = 1::: (ai” @ 
e,,, + pj’) @ei,J + yj” @ e,,, located in the n&h block of rows, and w,..~. is 
essentially an element G1, = 1::: 
in the n&h block of columns. 
Let us make this precise. Fix 
{%,k/k<n, denoted for simplicity 
which have in a new tensor 
ij,,& + b?,,&, where 
(k-l)* 
0 < E < l/2. We construct a subtriangle of 
bY (U”,k}k<n, and elements {z&,,},~, in C, 
product representation the form zinSk = 
Zk-3 
lTn,& = T 
,Fl 
aj1’@e(n-l)2t2k-l,i+ c ~!1)@e~n-l)2titl,(k-l)~+1 
i=l 
+ y:l’ 0 e,,- 1)2+2&-1,(&-l)*+ 1 
and 
(k-l)* 2k-3 
$“,k = c d” @ ei,(n- l)Z+2&-, + c p!‘) ~e(k-l)~tl,(n-I)2+l+l 
f=l i=l 
so that 
11 v”n,k - vn,k 11 < & * lo-&, 11,‘?,,, - w,,&ll < E ’ lo-&; k = 2, 3 ,... 
z2 1l$‘ll < E llal”Il, F2 IbI”II GE M”II 
and 
,g2 i IIPI”II 4 1’2’d2, 
where I”’ = Ip\“(&,, ],,)I and Ac2’ = Ip\2’(i,, j,)l for some pairs (i,, j,,), (i, , j,). 
The structure of the elements {6,,&, 6)n,&}&<n is described in the following 
figure: 
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(4.5) __.-. 
(k- 1)2 
$,, = G3,,, - u’ 
,?2 
a!‘) @I e. , t.(n- 1)2+2k- I) 
and jet &k/k(n be a finitely non-zero triangle of scalares. Then by applying 
Lemma4.2 we get 
1 ‘n.k(%,k - &,k + $(n,k)) 
k<n 
x fn,k(Un,k - G,,k) 
k<n 
“ rn,k(W,,k - $3,,k) 
k;tt 
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k<n /I 
a3 cc cc 
\‘ fn.k(t),.k - cn.k) + \‘ 
II II 
x fn.k(W,,k - 6t.k) 
k-l n: k k=2 n=k II 
+ 6 \' f,,kd')@ e(n-l12+2k-l,l 
II k<n II 
+& II \‘ t,,kai2'@ el,(n-l)'+2k I k<n II 
rm 
< “ 2& f 10-k 
kT2 
( zk bn.ki2)“’ 
+ 2E 
/I 
” f,,,k(cn.k + \;n,k 
k?n )I/ 
II II 
+ 2E x [n.kUn.k 
k<n II 
+ 2& 11 “ 
kin 
‘n.ktU,,k - 6t.k + Gi)n,k)) 
I/ 
,< 6tz ” t,,kyn.k . 
II k?-n II 
This means that there is no loss of generality in assuming that v,,,k = c”.k 
and u*,.~ = $n.k for every 2 < k < n. Using Lemma 4.3 instead of Lemma 4.2 
in the above inequality, we can assume. moreover. that 
L',k=(21"0e,,-,,z+,k-l,,+pl I" @ e (n -1,2+2.(k-I,**1 
+ ./L'@q-l)Zt 2k-- I.(k-2Vt I (4.6) 
and 
12’ ,r.h = I a(*’ ,:~3 e, ,n ,)?+]k , +,$2’@e,k -I,:-l.(n-I,‘+? 
+ ./:2'@e(k- ')lt I.(" 1,*+2k-I (4.7) 
(i.e., we can replace the finite sum C:l;‘/3:” 0 e,,-,,z,i+ I.(k-l)~+ I in d&k 
by its infinite analogue, and denote the infinite series by pi” @ 
efn. Il:r2.(k-l):+l; similar remark for the GSn.k’~). 
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The structure of the elements (u,.~, w,,~}~‘” thus obtained is shown in the 
following figure: 
The next step in the proof is to “absorb” the “7” parts of u,,~ and’w,., in 
the corresponding “a” parts. To do this, observe first that if (fn,k)k6n is a 
finitely non-zero triangle of scalars, then by Lemma 2.7 
If CI:‘~ # 0, then clearly {v”.~}~<~ is equivalent to (u,,~ - (y;’ 0 
e (n-l)‘+Zk-l.(k-l)*+I)tk<n’ If a!” = 0 and (yp’ @ ek,k]p 2 is equivalent to the 
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unit vector basis of I,, then (L;~.~}~<” is equivalent to a triangle (z,.ktkCn of 
the form: 
Z n.k = (,, ,)'.2k-I.I +&"@%l)2+2.(k-- IV4 I 
with some non-zero 6:“. Finally, if a’,” = 0 and (y:” @ e,,,}?, is not 
equivalent to the unit vector basis of I,, then (U,skJk<n is equivalent to the 
triangle of quadratic averages (z,,ktkCn defined by 
4. I 
Z \’ n.k= _ iit’mn.il 
i=mk+ I 
where ( mk 1 is an increasing sequence of positive integers and (A,) satisfies 
mk+l 
\‘ J&l2 = I; k = 2, 3,... 
i-q71 
and 
I/ 
mk.1 
x &yi” $3 e,,, <E a 10mk, 
II 
k = 2, 3,... 
i=:mkt I 
N~w9 the jZn.ktkcn can clearly be written, in a different tensor product 
representation, as 
Z n.k =a@ ecn- lPt2.(k-l~ztl +?k@ e(n-l)2+2k- l,(k- I)*+1 
with llall = wi"ll and 11 r'kkll ,< E. lo-‘. So, for all scalars (tn,A/k<nr 
II 1 (n,k?8 e(,- 1)]+2k-l.(k--1)'tI k&n /I 
Similar arguments apply to the “y” parts of the ( w,~~}. Since 
ict+&+ I hn,.,~k<n is equivalent to (Yn,kjk<n and [~?!ig,:, I AiYm,,tjk<n is 
complemented in [ Y~,~]~<,, (see the remark before the proof of Theorem 4. l), 
there is no loss of generality in assuming, for simplicity, that for all 2 < k < 
n<a, 
t’ n.k = (II aI Oe (n I&2k-I.1 +P:"~ecn--l)~t2.(k-l)!tl~ 
W n.k = 
(2) 
aI Oe l.(n- I)'+Zk-I +~~2'@e~k-l)~+I.cn- IW' 
328 
Let us define 
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where “7” denotes transpose. Using the obvious formula 
we get for all scalars (In,k}k6n, 
II “ In.k(t’,.k + W”.k) k7” I/ 
If we define V: T,.. + C, by 
ven.k =a@e ,” I)?tZk ,.,%el.l fb~ee,.k~ee,.z+c,,kOe,.“Oe,., 
then i Ven.kikGn is equivalent to { yn.k}kGn, and therefore V is an 
isomorphism of T,: into CF. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Let us consider now the embeddings of C, into C,;. Working 
simultaneously with the lower and upper triangular parts of C, we get by a 
careful examination of the proof of Theorem 4.1 the following result (WC 
identify C’,(lz) and CJI, 3 I, @ 12) as usual). 
THEOREM 4.4. Ler E, F be symmetric sequence spaces, and assume [hat 
cO is noI isomorphic 10 any subspace of E. Let U be an isomorphism of C,. 
into CF. Then there exisr: 
(i) an auromorphism W of C, : 
(ii) an isomorphism V of C,. into C, ; 
(iii) elements Jk’, Sk’. p(“), Ipk), {$“‘}F:,, {j$“‘}F ,, (k = 1, 2) and 
Cci.jl?j- I OSCE; 
(iv) a one 10 one function cp: N x N + N. 
suh rhat: 
(I ) V(C,.) is a complemented subspace of lJ(C, ) 
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(2) Forall l<j<i< co, 
WVe,,j = a”’ 0 e,,i,j).l 0 e,,, + a’*’ 0 el.,fi,j) 0 e2,2 
+ 8”’ @ eij @ e5.5 + p”’ @ ej,i @ e6.6 
+ Yj” 0 eqp(i.j)J 0 e7.7 + Yj2’ 0 ej,o(i,j) 0 e8.8 
+Ci.jCSee,,;S3ee,,.,,. 
(3) Forall l<i,<j<co 
(4.9) 
WVei,j = a’“’ 3 e,,ijj.l 3 e3.3 t Cfc2' 0 el.,,ijj 0 e4.4 
+ jf(" 3 ei.j 8 e5.5 t a2' @ ej.i @ e6.6 
+ 7;" 0 ei.w(i.jj @ eqaq + ?I" 0 e,fi.jj.i 0 elo,lo 
+Ci,jOej.jOe,,.,,. 
(4.10) 
In fact. we can ensure that 11 WI1 . II W-‘II is bounded by a universal 
constant and that Ve,.j = lJen,,k, for all 1 < i, j < co and some increasing 
sequences {ni) and (kj}. Of course, Theorem 4.4 (with only minor notational 
changes) holds for the embeddings of TF into C,. 
Theorem 4.4 implies the following result by arguments established in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let E, F br symmetric sequence spaces, such that E does 
not contain a subspace isomorphic to co and that C, is isomorphic to a 
subspace of C,. Then there exist elements a, b, 6 and (c,,,}~= , of C, , a one- 
to-one function cp: N x N -+ N and an isomorphism V of C,, into 
C,(-C,(l, @ 1, @ 1,)) so that for all 1 < i, j < 00 
Vei.j = a 0 e,,i.j,.l 0 e,. 1 + bi,j 0 ei.j 0 ezs2 
t ci.j 0 e, n 0 e.3..3 , 
where n = max (i, j} and 
(4.11) 
bi.j = b; if l<j<i,<co 
= 6; if Igi<j<co. 
(4.12) 
Moreooer, tf C,.. is assumed to be isomorphic to a complemented subspace 
of Ct., then V can be constructed so that V(C,.) is complemented in C,. 
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5. APPLICATIONS TO THE STRUCTURE OF UNITARY MATRIX SPACES 
In this section we apply Theorem 4.1 to study the structure of unitary 
matrix spaces, and in particular to study the uniqueness of the symmetric 
structure problem. We begin with the following essentially known fact about 
unitary matrix spaces generated by one element (compare [ 10, Chap. 3.al). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let E be a symmetric sequence space, let b E C, be a 
normalized element and let bi.j = b (;, e, j, I < i, j < 00. Then 
(i) The (bij}i.j generate a unitary matrix space, i.e., the formula 
IIIW .Nll = I/ . z WV j) bi.j I/ (1 
defines a unitarily invariant matrix norm; 
(ii) The (b,,jJi,, dominate {e,,jti,,, i.e., there exists a i > 0 so thatfor 
everyfinitely non-zero matrix a = (a(& j)), 
II 
\‘a(i,j)bi,j >A 
Ty II II 
xa(i,j)ei,j 
/I 
=AllaJI; 
i.j 
(iii) Ibi,j]i,j is complemented in C, ~fand only if (bt.jt/,j is equivalent 
lo lei.jti.j. 
Proof: (i) Let a = (a(& j)) be a finitely non-zero matrix. Then 
xi,j a(i, j) bi,j = b 3 a. If u, v are unitary operators on I, then I@ u, I@ v 
are unitary operators on I, 0 1, and thus 
III uav 111 = II b 0 uav II = II@ 0 u)(b 0 a)(1 0 VIII 
=llbOall = Illalll. 
(ii) Let (i,, j,) be so that A = Ib(i,, j,)l > 0. The projection P defined 
on C,(f, @ i2) by 
P ‘TXi.jOei,j = 
( T j  ) 
x Xi.j(i, 9 j,) ei,,.i” @ ei.j 
i.j 
has norm I (it is a simple example of a projection of the form (1.2)). Thus 
for every a = (a(i, j)) we get 
\‘a(i, j)b 
z 
,,, 
II II . 
2 P z 44 A 4.j 
=A ' x a(i, j)eioaj,@ e,,j = 1 x 4, A ei.i . 
/I i./ II II i.i /I 
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(iii) If (biJ} z (ei,j), say llcij a(i9 j) bi,jll Q K 1ICi.j a(i, A eijll for 
every a E C,, we define a projection Q: C, + [bi,j]ij by 
’ (- 
\‘ Xij @ e/-j 
i i,j 
= x Xi,j(io, j ,> bi,j/b(io 9 jo), 
iJ 
where (i,,, j,) is as in (ii). Then Qbi.j = bii for all i, j and 
Q 1 xij @I ei,j 
i.i 
<KA-’ CXi,jOeij 
/I ii 
On the other hand, if [bi,j]i,j is complemented in C, then, assuming as we 
may that b is diagonal, [bi,i]~ r is a complemented subspace of E. By [ 10, 
Theorem 3.a.91, (bi,i)E, is equivalent to the unit vector basis of E, and thus 
{bi,j}i,j is equivalent t0 {ei,j)i,ja I 
Our first sequence of applications for spaces E which do not contains c, 
and 1,. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces such that E does 
not contain a subspace isomorphic to either c, or 12, and TF is isomorphic to 
a subspace of C,. Then there exists an isomorphism V from T, into C, 
satisfying 
for some a, b E C, and a one-to-one function p: N X N -+ N. In particular, if 
F # I, then b # 0 and so C, E C, with continuous inclusion. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 4.1 there exists an isomorphism U from TF into C,, 
which satisfies for all j < i 
ueij = a 0 e,,i,j),l Oe,,,+bOei,jOe2,2 
+ ci,j 0 ei,i 0 e3,3) (5.1) 
where a, b and cij are elements of C, and 9,: N x N + N is one-to-one. We 
assume that 1(x]] < ]( Ux]] <A4 (Ix]] f or all x E TF, and fix 0 < E < 1. Note that 
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for each j, (c,., @ e,*,}E, is identified with a sequence of disjoint element of 
E, and that for all scalars (f,}, 
Since E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to I,, we can find increasing 
sequence of positive integers (n,) and scalars (t,.) such that for every i 
n,.1 
II 
“,.I 
,,=G+,1t,.12=1 and x r,.~,,~@e ,,,‘, <~-2-~-j; j<i. 
,.-!I,+ I II 
Let us define for every I <j ,< i < co, 
n,.1 
xivj zz \‘ - t,. Ue,.,i 
,‘-- n,+ I 
and 
Then for every finitely non-zero triangle of scalars (li.j}jcir 
and 
II \‘ i.i,j(Xi,j - Yi.j) ,Fi II 
)I,., <1‘ Iii,jl \’ 
i<i II l,.c,.ajOet..,? c‘r L‘ “,-I /I (‘I 
so the operator V: TF+ C, defined by Vei.j = 4’i.j satisfies 
(1 -~)lIXll~llvxlI~(l +EYIlxllf or all x E TF. Also, in a different tensor 
product representation, 
J’i.j = U 0 e,,i.j,.l 0 e,., + b 0 ei.j 0 e2.2 * 
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If F # I,, then clearly b # 0, and by Proposition 5.1, 
for some A > 0 and all {ti,jtjGi. This clearly implies that for all scalars 
lti.jt~-l~ 
i.e., C, G C, with continuous inclusion. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces which do not 
contain subspaces isomorphic to either cO or I,. Suppose that T, is 
isomorphic to a subspace of C,. Then for some b E C,, the mapping * 
W: C, --) C, defined by Wei.j = b @ e,+j, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 there exists an isomorphism V from TF into C, 
satisfying for all j < i, 
vei.j = a 0 e,(i.j).l 0 e,., + b 0 ei,j 0 e2.29 
where a, b, and rp are as above. We claim that (b @ e,,,),<i dominates 
{aBe O,i,jJ,, tj,,i. Indeed, if not then there exists a normalized sequence 
(x,,}~=, of disjoint elements of F (c- 7’,) so that 11 b 0 x,11 < 2-“. Thus {x,1 is 
equivalent to ( Vx, - (b @ x, @ e,,,)t, and thus to the unit vector basis of I,. 
This contradicts our assumption on F and thus proves the claim. It follows 
that {b @ ei,,t,,i is equivalent to (eiS,\,<i in T,,.. From this it is clear that 
W: CF + C, defined by Wei,j = b @ e,,j, 1 < i, j < co, is an isomorphism. m 
THEOREM 5.4. Let E be a symmetric sequence space which does not 
contain a subspace isomorphic to either cO or I,. Let X be a subspace of C, 
which is isomorphic to C,. Then there exists a subspace Y of X which is 
isomorphic to C, and complemented in C,. 
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ProoJ Assume first that T, z C,. In this case it is clearly enough to 
prove the above statement where C, is replaced by T,. By Theorems 4.4 and 
5.2 there exists an isomorphism I’ from T, into X so that, up to a small 
perturbation and an automorphism of T,, for all I < j < i < co, 
vei.j = a 0 e,,l,j,.l 0 e,., + b 0 ei.jO eza2, 
where a, b E C, and rp: N x N -+ N is one-to-one. Clearly, b # 0 (otherwise 
E = I,, a contradiction). Let (iO.jo) be so that ,l = ] b(i,, j,)( > 0. Then for all 
scalars (l,,j}iG,, 
As in the proof of Proposition 5.1, it follows that 
t 
cc 
P \’ X,,jOe,,jOe,,, + x Yi,j@elj@e2.1 
/z i./ -. I 
+ \’ I,,,@ qJ@ e2.2 = \’ zl,,(h9jJ Ve,,,lWoJo) 
1’;; 1 1’7; 
is a projection of norm < (] VII A-’ from TE onto Y= 1 Ve,&. 
Next, consider the case where Tt & C,, i.e., the triangular PWiection T is 
unbounded in C, (see (31). By Theorem 4.4 and the proof of Theorem 5.2, 
there exists an isomorphism V from C, into X SO that, uP to a small pertur- 
bation and an automorphism of C,, 
Ve,,, = a”’ 0 e,,,,j,,l 0 e,,, + 8 0 el.cp(i.j) 20 e2.2 
+ p”’ @ e,,/ @ es,, + PC” @ ej.i @ e6.6 
for l<j<i<co,and 
Ye,,, = a”” 0 e,cf,j).l 0 e3,3 + ~2’~’ 0 el,,,,,j, 0 e4.4 
+/r” @ ej,j @ ess5 + p2’ @ ej,i @ e6.6 
for 1 Q i < j < co. (a”‘, Pck), a’“‘. pk’ are elements of C, and (p: N X N + N 
is one-to-one.) In order to show that Y = [ Ve,,)?,, , is complemented in C, 
it is clearly enough, by Proposition 5.1 and the first part of the proof, to 
show that PC” =8(l) and /I(*’ = $“. This follows from the following 
proposition. ’ 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let E be a symmetric sequence space, let p, BE C, 
with /3 + p, and assume that the operator I/: C, -+ C, defined by 
Uei.j = P 0 ei.j ; j,<i 
=/T@e,,; i<j 
is bounded. Then the triangular projection T is bounded in C,. 
Proof Note that for all finitely non-zero matrix x = (lij) we have 
Vx=~~T.u+~~(I-~=c(I-p)~Tx+~~x. 
If tisj = 0 for max(i, j} > n then for y = xi,, I,$jei,j,, we have 
II/m XII = IIPO YII = II Wll G II Ul Il.4 = II Ull IIxII* 
If (i,,, j,) is so that A= I/?(&, j,) -/?(i,, j,)] > 0, then by Proposition 5.1, 
J II T-41 < IICO -P) 0 WI < II WI + Ilk0 41 < 2 II UlI Ilxll. 
So, T is bounded in C,. 1 
For the next application we need the following definition. For every 
symmetric sequence space E let S, be the space of all sequences 
(XI, x2,..., X”,...) such that x, is an n x n matrix for all n and 
C?- I x, 0 en.” E C,, normed by 
II(x,,x 2,..‘, x, ,... s, II = /I f  x,@e,., . n=1 I/ CL 
S, is identified naturally with the l-complemented subspace of C, consisting 
of all block-diagonal matrices whose nth block is of order n x n. Therefore 
we write 
where the direct sum is taken in the sense of disjoint supports. By an easy 
application of the decomposition method, S, z (x;“= , @ Cz*n’)c, for every 
sequence (n,) with sup, n, = a, see [ 1 ] for the case S, = S,p. It follows that 
S EzsSE@SE. 
Recall also [ 61 that if E # I,, then 
(C,)* = C,. = (x E C, ; s(x) E E*) 
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with the duality given by 
(y, x) = trace(yx*); yE c,, XE c,.. 
(Note that E* need not be separable, but E # I, implies E* G co.) The dual 
of C, = C,, is B(I,), and the duality is given by the same formula. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces which do not 
contain a subspace isomorphic to c,, and assume that C, is isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of C,. Then one of the following (not necessarily 
exclusive) alternatives holds: 
(i) F = I,; 
(ii) F=E; 
(iii) C, is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of S,. 
Proof: If E=l,, then by Corollary 3.4, F = I, or F = E. Assume 
therefore that E # I,. By Theorem 4.5 there exists an isomorphism V from 
C, into 
X=l,@C,@C,ZC, 
so that V(C,) is complemented in X, and that for all 1 < i,j < co 
vei.j = (ai,jev(i,j). 1) 9 (bi.j 0 ei.j) 0 (Ci./ 0 enA 
where n = max(i, jt, cp: N X N -+ N is one-to-one, (ei) in the first component 
are the unit-vector-basis of lz, ai,, are scalars, bi, and ci,j are elements of C, . 
and 
ai,j = a; j<i 
= 6; i <j; 
bi.j = b; j<i 
= i% i<j. 
Let 
P(X) = ’ (X, y,.,) vei,j 
izl 
be a bounded projection from X onto V(C,), where the functionals 
yi,j E x* = 1, @ C,. @ C,. are given by 
YiJ = a/.j 0 Pr.j @ Yi.j 
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with al,j E 12 and Pr.j, ~r.j E CE.4 Clearly (y,,,}z=, are equivalent, in the 
natural shell-ordering, to {eiJ}fPl=, in CF.. 
By replacing the ( Ve,,,) by ( Ve,kJ,} for some increasing sequences (&I and 
(i,}, and by a standard perturbation argument, we can assume that 
(*) the sequence (A ,},” i of subspaces of I,, defined by 
A, = span(a,,,; max{i,j} = n) are disjoingly supported; 
(**I 
and 
(Ui,je,,,,j,., ;  ai,j) = i i < i 
= 
1; i<j, 
Case 1. max( I~I,IxI) > 0. In this case we get F = I,. Indeed, assume, 
for example, that A# 0 (the proof in the other case is similar). Then (I # 0 
and for every finitely nonzero sequence of scalars (li) we have 
Also, (cziqi} are disjointly supported in I, and thus 
This clearly implies F = I,. 
Case 2. ,4 = I= 0 bur max( liu 1, IFI} > 0. In this case we get F = E. 
Indeed, consider the operators 
tkCF-*CB@CE and Q:C,OC,+U(C,) 
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defined by 
Uf2i.j = (bi,j 0 q.J 0 tci,j 0 enA n = max{i,j} 
and 
QX = f (X, P/,j 0 Yij) uei.ja 
i./=- 1 
Clearly, U and Q are bounded, and 
(Ue,,,,P,,, 0 Yk.i) = (h.jdk.i) = 6i.k . sj.i* 
It follows that U is an isomorphism, Q is a projection from C, @ C, onto 
U(C,), and {/3,,j @ y,,,}c, i are equivalent to the standard unit matrices 
ie,,,}~=, in CF.. 
Assume, for example, that p # 0 (the proof in the case I# 0 is similar). 
Clearly, b f 0. Now, the /IrJ have a natural representation as operator- 
matrices: P,.,= Ck.,Pf~Oek,,. Let P,=Pi*IOe,,,. Using IlO, 
Proposition l.c.8 ] and the unconditionality of the unit vector basis of F* and 
of the decomposition (C,. @ e,,,};“, , , we get that (pi);“=, is dominated by the 
unit vector basis of F*. Also, (b @ e,.,, /I,) = Jijp. It follows that 
16 0 ei,XI is equivalent to the unit vector basis of F, and thus to 
(Ue,,,}z,. Define 
ox= ?- 
iTI 
P-‘(x.P,)b 0 e,,,, XE c,. 
Then Q(b @ e,,,) = b @ e,,, and for all x = x;p/-, xi,, @ e,,j in C,, 
IIt2 II x z 2 (x,P,) ue,,, 11 
,=I II 
= sup 
II 
T. (X,/.?i)(Uej.i, Y) ; IIYllcr. = l[ 
i-l 
6 llxll . SUP 
Ill 
7 (Ue,.,, Y)& 0 Yi., 
ii II 
; II yllc,.. = 1 
I 
< llxll . su~IllQ*~Il; IIYL,. = 1 I G llxll IIQ*II. 
So Q is a bounded projection from C, onto [b @ e,,,]zI. By 110. 
Theorem 3.a.9 1, this implies that {b @ e,,,};“=, is equivalent to the unit vector 
basis of E. So, the unit vector bases of E and F are equivalent, i.e., F = E. 
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Case 3. ,4 = I= p = ji = 0. In this case we get that C, is isomorphic to 
a complemented subspace of S,. Indeed, define W: C, + C, and R: C, + 
W(C,) by WeiJ = C,,j @ en,” (n = max(i,j}) and Rx = cr,=, (x, yIJ) We,,j. 
Clearly, W and E are bounded and (We,,,, yk,,) = a,,, * a,,,. It follows that 
W is an isomorphism and that R is a projection from C, onto W(C,). BY 
standard perturbation arguments we can assume, furthermore, that for 
max(i.j} = n 
c,*,(k, 1) = 0 if max(k, 1) > m,. 
So W maps into (CE-, @ C~flWmn)cE, which is a subspace of S,. Thus R Is6 is 
a projection from S, onto W(C,). This completes the proof of the 
Theorem. I 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let E, F be symmetric sequence spaces which do not 
contain a subspace isomorphic to cO, and assume that C, is isomorphic to 
C,. . Then either E = F or 
c, z s, ZSF=:C,.. (5.2) 
ProoJ: If E # F then by Theorem 5.6 C, is isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of S, and C, is isomorphic to a complemented 
subspace of S,. Equation (5.2) follows now by a standard application of the 
decomposition method. I 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let E be a symmetric sequence space which does not 
contain a subspace isomorphic to c,,, and assume that C, x S,. Then C, has 
a unique symmetric structure, i.e., C, z C, implies E = F. 
Note that “CL z SE” implies that the she11 decomposition of C, is uncon- 
ditional (by reproducibility), and thus that the Boyd indices of E are not 
trivia1 
1 <PE’ 9E < a 
(see [ 1 1, 3 1). Also, “CE z SE” implies that I, is isomorphic to a 
complemented subspace of E. Thus we obtain the following consequence of 
Corollary 5.8. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let E be a symmetric sequence space. Assume that 
c,, g E and that either at least one of the Boyd indices of E is trivial or E 
does not contain a complemented subspace isomorphic to I,. Then C, has a 
unique symmetric structure. In particular, C, has a unique symmetric 
structure if E satisfies either a lower q estimate for some 1 & q < 2 or an 
upper p estimate for some 2 < p < 00. 
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Proof: The first statement was proved in the discussion preceding the 
statement of Corollary 5.9. If E satisfies a lower q estimate for some 
1 ,< q < 2, then E does not contain a subspace isomorphic to either c,, or I,. 
Therefore C, has a unique symmetric structure. If E satisfies an upper p 
estimate for some 2 < p < co, then E* is separable and satisfies a lower q 
estimate with q = p/(p - 1). By the previous case, C,. has a unique 
symmetric structure, and thus C, has a unique symmetric structure as 
well. I 
Remark. We know of no example of a symmetric sequence space F # I, 
such that C F z S,, or more generally, such that C, E S, for some symmetric 
sequence space E. We conjecture that such a space F simply does not exist, 
i.e., that the answer to problem (C) stated in the introduction is “yes.” 
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